Safety Briefing: ICI Induction

Think Safe, Act Safe and Be Safe

Industry Common Induction:
•

The Industry Common Induction (ICI) provides staff with a health and safety induction for
working in construction sites, rail depots and station maintenance. It has been developed
by Network Rail, in partnership with ISLG (Infrastructure Safety Liaison Group) and RIAG
(Rail Infrastructure Assurance Group). It covers the safety procedures and risks that are
common across the rail industry, whatever the role and type of site.

•

The intention of the ICI is to reduce the amount of time and variability in briefings,
bringing both safety and performance benefits. The key drivers for introducing the ICI are
to improve safety and productivity on sites, which is in alignment with Network Rail’s
Safety Vision Statement of everyone Home Safe Everyday.

•

The ICI will be mandated for Network Rail Infrastructure Projects sponsored sites from 1st
June 2016.

•

For more information please visit Safety Central website and search for Industry Common
Induction (www.safety.networkrail.co.uk/On-site-Solutions/Industry-Common-Induction).
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What do we need to do:
•

Register you for a login to the e-learning induction. An account will be created for you
on Sentinel. (if you do not already have one). We will book you at an Assessment Centre
to undertake the assessment, once you have completed the induction. The Assessment
Centre will notify us of the result and will update your Sentinel record if they pass.

•

Assessment Centres must be RTAS approved in order to deliver the ICI assessments. This
ensures there is a good level of assurance that the assessments are managed in a rigorous
way. The ICI Assessment is a closed-book online test.

•

We are currently reviewing our entire sponsorship database and identifying everyone
who needs to attend an ICI assessment. You will be contacted shortly by a member of the
Compliance Team.

What do you need to do:
•
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Secure a log-in to the e-learning site and undertake the ICI course. Attend an assessment
centre and undertake the closed-book online test.
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Compliance Team
Direct: +44(0)118 924 1639
Email: compliance@resourcing-solutions.com
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www.resourcing-solutions.com

